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One pill makes you larger
And one pill makes you small
And the ones that mother gives you
Don’t do anything at all
Go ask Alice
When she’s ten feet tall ......................................................................................1
And if you go chasing rabbits
And you know you’re going to fall
Tell ‘em a hookah smoking caterpillar
Has given you the call
Recall Alice
When she was just small ...................................................................................2
When men on the chessboard
Get up and tell you where to go
And you’ve just had some kind of mushroom
And your mind is moving low
Go ask Alice
I think she’ll know ..........................................................................................3
When logic and proportion
Have fallen sloppy dead
And the White Knight is talking backwards
And the Red Queen’s “off with her head!”
Remember what the door knob said:
“FEED YOUR HEAD
FEED your head” ..........................................................................................4
- White Rabbit - Jefferson Airplane
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Down the rabbit hole Lesson One

While I am often asked to recant my adventures 
within the many realms of Netherland I have 
always thought it best to inform people of 

the true nature of these lands and offer some advice 
I believe to be sound. Perspiration, Participation and 
Preservation as my mother 
always told me…actually I 
don’t think she told me that 
at all, in fact, as I look over 
those words now I do believe 
I could have just very likely 
made them up in my head 
with no real rhyme or reason 
as to their meaning. But 
aren’t they grand sounding? 
I was planning on having a 
purpose to them, but for the 
life of me I can not picture 
what it was. Oh, yes, now I 
remember.

When falling down a rabbit-
hole it is very important 
for one to bring with them 
the three following items 
(to be used as needed or 
required by the immediate 
situation one could find 
themselves in). The three 
“P”s as I would call them: A Poniard, a Pocket Watch 
and the Proper Attire for greeting ones audiences.

The Poniard. While having the very typical uses 
of cutting loose ones bonds, prying free a sticky 
marmalade covered jar lid, or lifting the latch of a 
troublesome door it is important to never forget 
that the safety of ones self must always come first. 
Therefore, to ensure a proper cushion of personal 
space at all times it may be required of a woman 
(or man as the case may be) to actively pursue the 
use of using ones dirk or skean-dhu to pierce, 
prick or puncture the tender areas of a would 
be attacker. For definite aggravated assaults on 
ones self the thrust and repeat method is often 
recommended and found appealing to those who 

wish to forcibly remove an intruder from their existence 
in a more permanent manner.

The Pocket Watch. A delightful display of engineering 
ingenuity with all of the miniature clockwork on 
goings that one can expect to see and think of, but 

never quite grasp. While it’s 
always important to keep 
ones self aware of the passing 
time; especially if you find 
yourself in a situation where 
a companion is about to be 
executed and you must find 
proof of their innocence for 
their captors before they 
are executed. It is also a 
good means of prolonging 
ones well being if they find 
themselves falling down a 
rather deep well or chasm 
and require the assistance 
of slowing down time 
by either sliding your 
finger along the winding 
mechanism or in most 
cases simply turning back 
time to the point of where 
you did not fall in the 
first place. Just make sure 

you don’t break the handles, as some have found 
themselves stuck in a permanent state of moving 
backwards or worse suspended in the air with not 
a clean pair of panties in site. If this sad lot befalls 
you, it’s important to have planned beforehand to 
have befriend time himself, who if affectionately 
called upon, may be inclined to help one out of a 
given occasion.

Proper Attire. Whether you are meting the Grand 
Duchess Sandy Vaj of Tear Land or the local 
spinster wife at the pub for a pint of your favorite 
ale it’s important to have on the appropriate 
fashions. While greeting royalty it is important 
to dress up and apply a moderate amount of 
makeup as to impress but not over impress ones 

The Three “P”s as I would call Them:

a PonIard, a PockeT waTch 
& ProPer aTTIre
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Traveling Guide
On a Mission

And if you go chasing rabbits
And you know you’re going to fall

Tell ‘em a hookah smoking caterpillar
Has given you the call

Recall Alice
When she was just small

sense of appeal. With commoners it is required to adorn 
one self within a more homely look that will hopefully 
result in them accepting you as one of their own and not 
as someone of higher stature. Since with commoners it 
is likely that they will not care for you much if you are 
their equal or lower, and they will disrespect you if they 
find you of higher caliber, it makes more sense to ignore 
their desires all together and dress how one would like 
to be seen, not necessarily treated. I recommend a 
light colored one-piece spring inspired dress covering 
the essentials of womanhood, but offering glimpses 
into ones appealing features.  For men it is always a 
necessity to wear a waistcoat and doublet.

While these three items can be most useful, it is also 
important to keep ones wits about themselves. But 
we’ll talk more on this later.
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One pill makes you larger
And one pill makes you small

And the ones that mother gives you
Don’t do anything at all

Go ask Alice
When she’s ten feet tall

Gaining Abilities
from drugs

The Grosvenor Resort. A small three-story brick hotel 
sits along a row of gray non-distinct buildings. The heart 
of the river district, the pump from which out flows a 
current of seedy life.

A man in a trench coat opens the green wooden door 
of the hotel. It starts to rain and glancing around he 
starts to move down the street. Inside, a fat lady leans 
against the back wall of the front desk. He shirt is 
stained with sweat around her breasts and when she 
opens her mouth to breath her body shakes as if it will 
be her last.

“Another satisfied customer, Alice?” She says to the 
short skinny girl in black coming down the stairs. Her 
heels, four inches, make a clacking noise as they hit 
the laminate flooring.

“Enough for now, I’m sure.”

“You be careful tonight, I saw on the news another 
girl was just murdered not three blocks from here.”

Alice forces a smile and glances back; the fat lady is 
staring under the desk at a TV not noticing Alice as 
she walks through the door.

The river district was once a thriving society within 
the city of NAME, but with years of expansion and 
most residents moving out to the suburbs, this 
section had become a neglected portion of inner 
city decline. It now brought out a new life force, 
one of drugs, prostitution and filth. 

Alice walked down H Street towards the Wet 
Orchid. A lifeless club that would all but be missed 
if not for the carving above the front façade, a very 
phallic like orchid with leaves shaped very much 
like a woman’s legs inviting the slums around in.

Alice’s cigarette drops from her mouth. It hits the 
ground and rolls towards the gutter; a rat runs 
by and causes it to roll down the open drain. If 
anyone had been standing across the street they 
would have seen two shiny eyes blink quickly like 
quarters down a well, then vanish.

There were several police cars out front of the 
club. Not much of an unusual site, but a body 
were being wheeled out to a coroners van. Alice 

hadn’t paid it much attention, but when the gurney hit 
the curb the arm of it’s victim fell out. Its slender pale 
arm was covered in intriquete tribal markings. A single 
pink rose ran down its center. Mabel. Alice’s Sister.
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And if you go chasing rabbits
And you know you’re going to fall

Tell ‘em a hookah smoking caterpillar
Has given you the call

Recall Alice
When she was just small

My sister Mabel had always been the one with the gentle 
soul. From the time we were young she’d spend her days 
sitting in the shade of the big oak tree in our backyard 
next to the coy pond. Often reading a book or passing 
the time brushing the knots out of our hair. I spent most 
of my time chasing after the little critters that would 
poke their heads out from the brush.

The woods came close to our yard, as if a part from 
a forest jigsaw had been removed and upon entering 
them there was no real way to protect oneself from the 
choking arms of the branches.  If one was to continue 
forward through them though, they’d find a beautiful 
clearing ahead, following by a stream that flowed into 
the most brilliant field of poppies one could imagine. 
Every time I broke through the tree line my sister 
would get after me, calling for me to come back as I’d 
plunge head first through the thicket.

She never followed after, though she’d threaten to 
tell our father if I didn’t come back soon. However, 
once through the barrier I’d find myself at ease, with 
not a care in the world. I’d turn and stick my tongue 
out at her or scrunch my face, an act she more than 
likely could not see. The other side became a haven 
of mine, a secluded hideaway I could always run off 
too to be by myself, explore and adventure.

I’d return with such fascinating stories of places 
I’d seen or been, but my sister would only shake 
her head and brush my hair. Always so practical 
and one to focus on reason and logic, she’d never 
understand that some things in life are just not 
explainable, things don’t always happen for a 
reason.  Always the good girl, always the proper 
one – it was most odd that she’d be the one to end 
up face down in the street near the Rabbit Hole. 
A gentleman’s club. My place of work.

My sister had been running from someone, though 
she had taken that information to her grave. Why 
she had been trying to come to me I had no idea. 
Our parents had passed away a few years past and 
there was little we had to talk about of late, what 
with me removing clothes for a living and her 
with a doctorate in 
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When men on the chessboard
Get up and tell you where to go

And you’ve just had some kind of mushroom
And your mind is moving low

Go ask Alice
I think she’ll know

Fighting
Murder
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When logic and proportion
Have fallen sloppy dead

And the White Knight is talking backwards
And the Red Queen’s “off with her head!”

Remember what the door knob said:
“FEED YOUR HEAD
FEED YOUR HEAD”

Victorious
For now
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